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Find the Right Ending

Draw a line under the right ending.

1. Timothy saw a big deer

walking down the road,

walking over the meadow,

walking through the woods.

2. The big deer was proud

of his beautiful coat,

of his big antlers,

of his four feet.

3. Timothy was surprised

to see the deer’s large antlers,

to see the large trees,

to see the long grass.

4. Timothy thought the antlers

were a tree,

were a long train,

were good tricks.

5. Timothy wished for antlers

all night long,

all winter long,

all week long.

6. He started out to find some antlers

in the night,

in the winter,

in the spring.

Directions : To be used after page 3, Timothy’s Antlers. Purpose : To test comprehension of the facts of the story
through page 3.
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TO TEACHERS

The purpose of this Workbook for Faraway Ports, Third

Reader Level One, is to provide interesting and profitable

reading activities that require a minimum of teacher

supervision.

These reading activities will give the pupils richer, fuller

concepts of the situations and word meanings found in the

Third Reader. An increasing amount of attention is

given to the development of independence in attacking

new words, and specific training is provided to aid in

acquiring all the silent reading skills desirable at the third-

grade level.

The reading activities in this ''i

A. Comprehension and Silent Reading Skills

1 . Completion exercises—words—phrases—sentences

. 2. Multiple-choice exercises—words— phrases—sen-

tences

3. Selecting true sentences

4. Arranging sentences in sequential order

5. Choosing appropriate titles

6. Guessing riddles

7. Interpreting phrases and sentences according to the

facts of the story read

8. Answering thought questions

9. Following directions

10. Selecting the main thought in a paragraph

11. Selecting specific details in a sentence or paragraph

B. Vocabulary ^enrichment and extension

1. Words with two or more meanings

2. Synonyms and opposites

3~ Confusing meanings

4. Word relationships

With the exception of a few words required by work-
book and testing techniques, the vocabulary of this Work-
book is the same as that of Faraway Ports.

All the directions are incorporated in the pupils’ material.

If care is taken when a new technique is introduced to see

that all the instructions are understood, the pupils may,
to a large degree, be placed upon their own responsibility.

Complete directions are given on pages 111 and 112 for

conducting the Comprehension and Word Recognition

Tests for each story in Faraway Ports.
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Find the Right Ending

Draw a line under the right ending.

1. Timothy saw a big deer

walking down the road,

walking over the meadow,

walking through the woods.

2. The big deer was proud

of his beautiful coat,

of his big antlers,

of his four feet.

3. Timothy was surprised

to see the deer’s large antlers,

to see the large trees,

to see the long grass.

4. Timothy thought the antlers

were a tree,

were a long train,

were good tricks.

5. Timothy wished for antlers

all night long,

all winter long,

all week long.

6. He started out to find some antlers

in the night,

in the winter,

in the spring.

Directions: To be used after page 3, Timothy’s Antlers. Purpose: To test comprehension of the facts of the story
through page 3.
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Draw a line under the right ending.

pulled his head into his house.

1.

Green Frog said, "Chug-a-rug!” and curled himself up like a ball.

hopped into the water.

put his head into a hollow tree.

2.

The little rabbit stopped eating and hopped into his hole.

hopped into the water.

put his head into a hollow tree.

3.

The black bear chuckled and hopped into the water.

curled himself up like a ball.

pulled his head into his house.

4.

The porcupine looked at Timothy and hopped into his hole.

curled himself up into a ball.

put his head into a hollow tree.

5.

Frisky Squirrel was angry, so he called Timothy "stupid.”

hopped into the water.

2

Directions: To be used after page 9, Timothy's Antlers. Purpose : To develop comprehension by selecting phrases

which complete sentences according to the facts of the story.



Finding Words That Rhyme

1. Draw a line under the words that rhyme with make.

tail, play, shake, train, brake, wake

2. Draw a line under the words that rhyme with stay.

chain, gray, clay, shake, away, name

3. Draw a line under the words that rhyme with rain.

train, tray, flake, shade, sprain, trail

4. Draw a line under the words that rhyme with trail.

paste, sail, snake, paint, nail, game

5. Draw a line under the words that rhyme with gate.

sprain, skate, shame, hate, mail, mate

Draw a line under the right word.

1. Find something you can ride in.

tail, playmates, train, brake, trail

2. Find something that everyone has.

clay, sprain, sail, name, skate

3. Find something you can ride on.

paste, saying, playhouse, games, railroad

4. Find something that crawls.

explain, skate, snake, taste, sail

3

Directions: To be used after page 11, Timothy's Antlers. Purpose: Word Analysis

—

To review the long sound of
and double consonants taught in the second year.



Find the Little Words

Draw a line under the little word you hear and see in the big word. Then
write the little word on the line below.

your year unkind never

proudly spring antlers backed

largest biggest himself sticking

bushy longer eating sadly

reached softly always angry

near begin standing growing

4

Directions : To be used after page 11, Timothy’s Antlers. Purpose : Word Analysis—To develop the ability to recog-

nize familiar words in longer words.



Find the Missing Words

Fill in the missing words, using the words at the right.

1. Timothy wanted just like his father’s.

2. He walked the woods to find some.

3. First Timothy saw a green

4. Then he saw a eating grass.

rabbit

through

most

frog

please

antlers

5. Next he found a crawling along.

6. Then he stopped to talk to a big

7. Next he saw a

8. Last of all, Timothy saw a

bear

porcupine

sharp

turtle

polite

squirrel

9. He was very with Timothy.

10. He called Timothy "a deer.”

11. This Timothy’s feelings.

12. But he did not the squirrel.

stupid

hurt

answer

robin

angry

smiled

13.

14.

15.

16.

After a long, long time, he saw his

•His grandfather knew a about Timothy.

Timothy’s mother told him to look in the

Then Timothy the secret, too.

knew
alone

mirror

secret

voice

grandfather

5

Directions : To be used after page 15, Timothy's Antlers. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—To develop the ability

to select a word that completes a sentence correctly.



Making Longer Words

Add ly to these words to make longer words,

dear wise sad kind

hard most sharp father

glad fair stupid secret

Fill in the missing words, using the words at the right.

1. Timothy’s father walked ,,,. with his head

in the air.

2. Timothy’s mother taught him to talk

3. Timothy tiptoed over to the rabbit very

4. The squirrel was not to Timothy.

5. He did not answer Timothy very

6. Timothy had given up, when along came

his grandfather.

7. Mother Deer smiled in her way.

8. Timothy said "I can’t find any antlers.”

6

motherly

politely

nearly

proudly

softly

badly

sharply

friendly

sadly

fatherly

warmly

dearly

Directions : To be used after page 15, Timothy’s Antlers. Purpose : Word analysis—Adding the ending ly.



Using the Contents Page

Here is the contents page of a story book. Read it carefully.

CONTENTS

A Wise Elephant 1

Old Quacky, the Duck 9

Ask Mr. Elephant 15

The Little Red Airplane 17

The Deer Who Helped Santa Claus 21

Wigwams and Tom-toms 30

Up in an Airplane We Go 33

Quack! Quack! Stories 39

The Baby Who Lived in a Wigwam 46

We Fly Like Birds 50

The Lost Deer 57

The Animal with a Long, Long Nose 65

The Runaway Elephant 71

Big Bear, the Indian 75

The Animal Who Wears Antlers 82

1. Write the page numbers of the duck stories

2. Write the page numbers of the deer stories

3. Write the page numbers of the Indian stories

4. Write the page numbers of the elephant stories

5. Write the page numbers of the airplane stories

7

Directions: To be used after page 15, Timothy’s Antlers. Purpose: To give training in the use of books—The Con-
tents Page.



Score.

Timothy’s Antlers

Read each question below and write the answer on the line after it.

1. Who started out to find some antlers?

2. Whom did Timothy meet first?

3. Whom did he meet secondly?

4. Whom did he meet thirdly?

5. Whom did he meet next?

6. Who curled himself up into a ball?

7. Who was unkind to Timothy?

8. Who called Timothy "stupid”?

9. Who put his head into a hollow tree?

10. Who jumped into the water?

11. Who pulled his head into his house?

12. Who sent Timothy home to his mother?

13. Who told him to look in a mirror?

14. Who had the largest antlers of all the deer?

15. Who do you think was Timothy’s best friend?

Here are the names of all the animals in the story.

the bear Friend Porcupine the rabbit

Timothy Grandfather Deer Green Frog

Timothy’s mother Frisky Squirrel the turtle

Timothy’s father

8

Comprehension Test No. I. To be used after page 15, Timothy's Antlers. Purpose : To test comprehension of the

facts of the story.



Score

—

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1 2 3 4 5

mother never saw day how
must ever side deer hopped

matter new seen did hollow

may people smiled dinner hurt

6 7 8 9 10

play she find spring grandfather

please sharp found started green

polite shall frog stupid grow

played shake feelings sticking grass

11 12 13 14 15

answered talk knew proudly beautiful

angry tired wood pussy baby

asked taught walking puppy ball

away told was antlers before

16 17 18 19 20

something looking run then when
some looked rabbit through where
someone long river there with

soon larger ran thought while

21 22 23 24 25

curled growing secret laughed leaves

surprised stay each care porcupine

lived explained perhaps long pulled

just himself afraid chuckled wished

9

Word Recognition Test No. I. To be used after page 15, Timothy's Antlers. Purpose: To test vocabulary mastery.



Draw a line under the right ending.

1.

Junior did not go into the pond because he

did not want to get his bathing suit wet.

was afraid of the water.

liked to play with his sand bucket.2.

Waddles was very proud because Junior

was afraid of the water.

had a blue and white bathing suit.

was named for him.

3.

Junior’s excuse for not going into the water was that

he was the best swimmer on the pond,

he was afraid of the water,

the water made him dizzy.

4.

At last Junior went to the toy store and

asked the storekeeper for a sailboat.

told the storekeeper he was afraid of the water.

asked to see some swimming suits.

5.

The storekeeper told Junior he should be a captain

because all captains can swim,

because he was a handsome duck,

because every duck is a captain.

10

Directions: To be used after page 22, How Waddles Junior Learned to Swim. Purpose : To develop comprehension

by selecting phrases which complete sentences according to the facts of the story.



Sometimes the letter c has the sound of k (as in car). We call this the hard

sound of c.

Sometimes the letter c has the sound of s (as in face). We call this the soft

sound of c.

Read each word carefully.

If the letter c has the hard sound, write H before the word.

If the letter c has the soft sound, write S before the word.

captain secret once caught

city cinder excuses voice

Sometimes the letter g has a hard sound as in good.

Sometimes the letter g has a soft sound as in gingerbread.

Read each word carefully.

If the letter g has the hard sound, write H before the word.

If the letter g has the soft sound, write S before the word.

girl cage .. began .....large

...goose engineer eggs .........wagged

Fill in the right words:

1. Waddles was proud of his suit.

captain’s cinder’s

2. Timothy’s grandfather was a deer.

tiger large

3. The bird will try to fly out of itsi

cake cage

11

Directions: To be used after page 24, How Waddles Junior Learned to Swim. Purpose: Word analysis—To teach
the hard and soft sounds of c and g.



Find the Missing Words

Fill in the missing words,'\using the words at the right.

1. Junior did not want to to swim.

2. He was always making for not swimming.

3. He did not like the sun on the water.

4. He said it made him

1. Junior’s mother helped him put on his suit.

2. She told him to be a duck.

3. Junior he would get a sailboat.

4. He went to the store to buy the

1. Junior got a captain’s at the store.

2. He sailed all over the

3. He was too to learn to swim.

4. He did not want to get his wet.

1. Waddles over near Junior’s boat.

2. Of he did not know the Captain was Junior.

3. "Hello, ,” the little ducks called.

4. Junior did not answer the little ducks.

12

father

dizzy

learn

excuses

shining

sailboat

decided

brave

swim

bathing

busy

feet

new

suit

pond

course

happy

even

swam

Captain

Directions: To be used after page 24, How Waddles Junior Learned to Swim. Purpose: Vocabulary enrichment

To develop the ability to select a word that completes a sentence correctly.



Finding Words in Compound Words

Write the two words that make these compound words, as:

cannot outdoors

can not

playtime whatever

everyone schoolyard

sailboat bluebird

storekeeper evergreen

grandfather doorbell

something

13

eowboy

Directions : To be used after page 24, How Waddles Junior Learned to Swim. Purpose : Word analysis—To develop

the ability to recognize the parts of a compound word. Teach the meaning of compound.



Finding Words That Rhyme

1. Draw a line under the words that rhyme with sleep.

feet, asleep, green, sheep, sweet, queer

2. Draw a line under the words that rhyme with street.

feet, green, meet, dream, sweep, sheet

3. Draw a line under the words that rhyme with reach.

treat, creep, teach, knee, peach, queer

4. Draw a line under the words that rhyme with near.

dear, kneel, queen, dream, clear, tear

5. Draw a line under the words that rhyme with feel.

kneel, each, queer, peel, preach, cream

Draw a line under the right word.

1. Find the name of a color.

screamed, feelings, green, knee, queen

2. Find the name of a girl.

sleep, treat, leak, Jean, tears

3. Find something a baby likes to do.

cheer, street, leaves, green, creep

4. Find the name of an animal.

feelings, trees, reached, leaves, deer

14

Directions: To be used after page 29, How Waddles Junior Learned to Swim. Purpose: Word analysis To review

the long sound of e, and double consonants previously taught.



Find the Right Word

Find the missing word and write it on the line.

1. Waddles Junior afraid of the water.

was saw way

2. He did not to learn to swim.

wait want went

3. He did not want to ... his feet wet.

got get dog

4.

Sometimes Waddles hung his

hard hear head

5. He never wanted to about the water.

then think thing

6. One day Junior went to a sailboat.

buy boy by

7. The wind the sailboat all over the pond*

blow slow blew

8. Junior did not his teacher that he was afraid.

tail tall tell

9.

He to read a book, "How to Swim.”

tired tried tricks

10.

Junior his feet up and down in the water.

more most moved
15

Directions: To be used after page 34, How Waddles Junior Learned to Swim. Purpose: To develop the ability to

discriminate between confusing words by the use of contextual clues.



Using the Contents Page

Some stories have many parts. Read this page of contents.

CONTENTS

The Story of Brown-Owl 1

Living in a Wigwam.. 1

Going Fishing..... 7

Going Hunting 20

Brown-Owl Gets a New Name 26

Mary Goes to the City 30

Riding to the Railroad Station 30

Eating on the Train 32

Going to Bed 34

Fun in the City 38

Going Home 44

A Party in Animal Land 46

Going to the Party 46

Playing Games 48

Eating Ice-Cream. 49

Going Home 50

Write the answers:

How many parts does the animal story have?

How many parts does the Indian story have?

How many parts does the travel story have?

16

Directions: To be used after page 34-, How Waddles Junior Learned to Swim. Purpose: To give training in the use

of bookS'-The Contents Page.



Score

How Waddles Junior Learned to Swim

Put a T before the true sentences.

Junior had a blue and white bathing suit.

Junior was not at all happy.

Junior was the best swimmer in the pond.

Junior was afraid of the water.

He played with his sand bucket.

Mother Duck told Junior he must learn to swim.

Junior ran down to the pet store.

He got a sailboat in the toy store.

Junior sailed all over the lake in his sailboat.

Junior was not proud of his captain’s suit.

All the ducks put on their school suits.

Junior wanted to learn to read.

He told his teacher that he was a good swimmer.

She gave him a book called "How to Read.”

Junior looked at some of the pictures in his book.

Junior went to sleep looking at his pictures.

Suddenly the other ducks waked him.

They told him there was water all over the floor.

Junior went back to sleep again.

Junior moved his feet very fast, and then he began to swim.

17

Comprehension Test No. II. To be used after page 34, How Waddles Junior Learned to Swim. Purpose : To test

' comprehension of the facts of the story.



Score

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1 2 3 4 5

excuse told pond swam tired

explain cold proudly swimmer turned

everyone boldly please summer told

even book quacked smiled two

6 7 8 9 10

did cried door mother waddled
dizzy fine deer money captain

don't time drink most brave

ducks idea don’t move water

11 12 13 14 15

curled happy swim taught porcupine

course hanging bucket teacher polite

caught hurt sand through perhaps

can’t hid decided truth piled

16 17 18 19 20

blue knew shore secretly people

before sailboat store splash picture

bathing learn should side put

best took shall suits pins

21 22 23 24 25

what feelings laugh read bushy

wet feet larger room busy

made forgot learned river buy

more faster last right but

18

\ Word Recognition Test No. II. To be used after page 34, How Waddles Junior Learned to Swim. Purpose: To

test vocabulary mastery.



' Find the Opposite

Draw a line from each word in the first list to its opposite in the second list.

The first opposite is found for you.

stop.. cold down take

hot day black outside

near \go lost up

night little give found

big far inside white

wise there shut

(’

happy

summer go right first

front stupid last soft

come winter sad wrong

here back loud open

laughed girl asleep tell

before play always sink

work old float low

new after ' ask awake

boy cried high never

19

Directions : To be used after page 38, Oscar, the Trained Seal. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—Finding opposites.



Here are two endings for words, s and es.

Write them at the end of the words below and make new words.

s

seal truck

.porter trick

es

grass dish

guess branch

To write more than one baby, we write babies.

Change y to i and add es to these words:

candy pony cry

fly cooky pussy

Fill in the missing word.

1. The screamed when she saw Oscar.

lady ladies

2. Then many other screamed.

lady ladies

3. The old lady thought a was in the bathroom.

puppy puppies

4. But there were no on the train.

puppy puppies

20

Direction: To be used after page 42, Oscar, the Trained Seal. Purpose : Word Analysis—To teach how the plurals

with s, es, and ies are formed.



Finding Words in Compound Words

Write the two words that make these compound words.

railroad playground

streamlined barnyard

bathtub watchdog

schoolhouse snowball

fireman sunshine

moonlight farmhouse

blackbird newspaper

21

Directions : To be used after page 44, Oscar, the Trained Seal. Purpose : Word Analysis—To develop the ability to

recognize the parts of a compound word.



What Did Oscar Do?

1 \

Put an O before all the phrases that tell what Oscar did.

rode in a Pullman car rolled his eyes

filled up the tub wiggled through the car

rode in a truck opened the door carefully

winked at Oscar got on a bus

banged the door filled the bath with water

called the porter put his head in his flippers

waved his flippers put his head in his hands

sat in the front seat jumped out of their seats

made seal noises had fun for two days

read and talked hurried to the baggage car

ate turkey dinners waved to the engineer

stuck out his head rode in an airplane

rode in the bathtub sat in the baggage car

rode in a train sailed in a boat

stopped the train

22

opened the door a crack

Directions: To be used after page 47, Oscar, the Trained Seal,

retention of the incidents of the story.

Purpose; To check (he mastery of phrases and the



Write each of these words under the word below that begins with the same

sound.

sleep spine fried friend

brave bride slice which

dried while dream Spain

white bright slide

fright drive spice

Fill in the right word.

1. All the passengers had a great

bright slide fright

Mr. Zabriski had a ... idea.

quite bright white

The passengers "Ring for the porter!

fried dried

23

cried

Directions : To be used after page 49, Oscar, the Trained Seal. Purpose : Word analysis—To review the long sound

of i and essential double consonants.



Using Contractions

When Oscar said to Mr. Zabriski, "I can't go by train," he meant, "I can not

go by train."

can't means the same as can not

can't is a contraction of can not

Draw a line between the contractions below and the words they mean. The
first one is done for you.

I won’t v I can not We haven't We would not

I can’t n. I could not We wouldn't They were not

I couldn’t
X

I will not They weren’t We have not

You couldn't You are not You shouldn’t You did not

You weren't You could not You didn’t You should not

You aren’t You were not You won’t You will not

He wouldn’t He is not I’m You will

He isn't He was not I’ll I am

He wasn't He would not You’ll I will

It isn’t It could not She’ll They will

It couldn’t It is not He’ll She will

It won’t It will not They’ll He will

24

Directions : To be used after page 50, Oscar, the Trained Seal. Purpose : Word analysis—To develop the recognition

of common contractions. (Teach the word contraction.)



Oscar, the Trained Seal

Score—

Put a T before the true sentences.

Oscar sat with his head in his flippers.

Oscar waved at the train.

The train did not stop for Oscar and Mr. Zabriski.

Oscar rode in a Pullman car.

Oscar had to ride in the baggage car.

There was a bathtub on the train.

Mr. Zabriski wanted to take a bath in the bathtub.

The porter rolled his eyes at Mr. Zabriski.

Oscar wiggled through the baggage car.

Oscar filled the tub with water and got in.

One girl screamed, "Save me! Save me!”

The seal splashed water over a man’s face and head.

The man said that a dog was in the bathtub.

An old lady was too frightened to talk.

The passengers rang the bell for the porter.

The porter and Oscar came running through the train.

Mr. Zabriski had a good idea.

The porter dressed in a clown suit.

Oscar did many tricks for the passengers.

Then the passengers had ice-cream, and Oscar had a nice big fish.

25

Comprehension Test No III To be used after page 52, Oscar, the Trained Seal Purpose : To test comprehension

tof the facts of the story



Score

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1 2 3 4 5

began more parted ice-cream angry

baggage most perhaps idea airplane

before both paper nice flippers

because pond porter mice flies

6 7 8 9 10

splashing flying save which party

dressing fishing brave white passenger

winking floating gave while people

leaking finding shave whale peep

11 12 13 14 15

suits frog mean train explain

suddenly front matter tracks answered

hurried from water trick streamlined

excuse four hatchet truck frightened

16 17 18 19 20

bathing lost feed read tree

bath not feelings seal truth

bathtub hot beat seat trouble

bathroom got leak neat trunk

21 22 23 24 25

bus fairy laugh ring hurt

busy fair large rolling stupid

bushy farm lamb rode stood

but farmer land cools told
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Word Recognition Test No. III. To be used after page 52, Oscar, the Trained Seal. Purpose: To test vocabulary

mastery.



Oscar’s Early Life

Draw a line under the little word you hear and see in the big word. Then
write the little word on the line below.

quickly north nice frighten

winking baggage filling seat

fair teacher captain seal

drink grown mother about

porter train kitten carefully

knew catch than cheered
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Directions : To be used after page 54, Oscar’s Early Life. Purpose : Word analysis—To develop the ability to recog-

nize familiar words in longer words.



Write each of these words under the word below that begins with the same

sound.

snore stove choke should

broken brave flown snail

chuckle shore stone flippers

snow show chore

float broke store

Fill in the right word.

1.

The seals’ island looked like a big

store stone stove

2. Mother Seal fished through a in the ice.

hold shore hole

3. Father Seal’s fat was under his skin.

scored stored stone
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Directions: To be used after page 56, Oscar’s Early Life. Purpose: Word analysis—To review the long sound of o,

and essential double consonants.



Fill in the missing words, using the words at the right

1. Oscar’s first home was on an2.

' The island was in the cold

3. Many lived on this island.

4. Father Seal took good care of the

5. Mother Seal could always find her puppy.

own

whale

North

island

seals

puppy

6. She swam away catching fish.

7. At last the baby seal was old to swim.

8. He slowly put his into the water.

9. He pulled them out again.

10.

"He is a baby!" said Mother Seal.

quickly

night

far

such

flippers

enough

11. At last the baby seal to swim.

12. By and by, the baby seal was three old.

13. He had a grown-up coat of

14. He was of living on the island.

15. One day he away forever.

29

swam

coat

learned

months

tired

fur

Directions : To be used after page 60 , Oscar’s Early Life. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—To develop the ability

to select a word that completes a sentence correctly.



Using Contractions

Read these contractions carefully.

I haven’t I won’t I’ll

You aren’t He isn’t You didn’t

It couldn’t You shouldn’t You won’t

I’m They weren’t You’ll

It isn’t We haven’t She wouldn’t

Write each contraction under the words below that have the same meaning.

I am I will not I have not

He is not It could not You will not

They were not You should not I will

It is not She would not You will

You did not We have not You are not
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Directions: To be used after page 60, Oscar’s Early Life. Purpose: Word analysis—To develop the recognition of

common contractions.



Score.

Oscar’s Early Life

Put a T before all the true sentences.

Oscar’s first home was on an island in the far North.

There were many kinds of animals on the island.

The island looked like one big stone.

Nothing grew on the island but seals.

It was too hot for other animals.

Father and Mother Seal took good care of their puppy.

Father Seal never went away from the island.

Every morning Father went into the water to swim.

Mother Seal went down to the water to catch fish.

She wiggled through a hole in the ice and caught fish.

After a month the baby seal’s coat began to grow.

The baby seal was afraid of his new fur coat.

Mother Seal took her baby down to the water.

She wanted to teach him to swim.

The baby seal learned to swim very quickly.

One day the baby seal swam away from the island.

He did not like the water.

He swam to where the fishing was better.

He caught many fish in his fishing net.

He liked fish as long as he lived.
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Comprehension Test No. IV. To be used after page 60, Oscar, the Trained Seal. Purpose : To test comprehension
of the facts of the story.



Score.

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1 2 3 4 5

piled willing ice porcupine over

like filled ice-cream before own
life Billy island north opening

side still idea corner oak

6 7 8 9 10

sharp frighten ever stood room
larger brighten every good-bye food

barked might even brook moon
far lightning everything foot cool

11 12 13 14 15

money curled tricks which engineer

monkey hurt quickly reach enough

month hurry picked such thought

north fur sticking much through

16 17 18 19 20

brave leak sister know girls

safe seat teacher knot first

save seal porter knock birthday

whale mean passenger knew birds

21 22 23 24 25

snow hold show should blow

store hole snow snail blown

stone shore know flippers shore

stove chore blow chuckled snow
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Word Recognition Test No. IV. To be used after page 60, Oscar’s Early Life. Purpose : To test vocabulary mastery.



What Did Bob See?

Put a B before all the phrases that tell what Bob saw in Africa.

a snow house

people living on boats

a house made of grass and sticks

ice and snow

a house made ofmud and grass

Put a B before all the phrases that tell what Bob saw in China.

many people living on boats

a man making a wigwam

a man fishing from his boat

.. a house made ofmud

a man wearing a coat of straw

a man wearing a large straw hat

Put a B before all the phrases that tell what Bob saw the Indians do.

stick long poles into the ground

fish from their houses

cover long poles with skins

stick feathers in their hats

put mud on the roof

make snow walls

... make a hole in the top to let out smoke
33

Directions : To be used after page 81, Mickey's House. Purpose : To test the mastery of phrases and the retention
of the incidents in the story.



1. All of these words begin with the letters wr.

wrote wrong wren wrap

Fill in the right wr word.

A is a very small bird.

2. All of these words begin with str.

strap street string strange

Fill in the right str word.

A mud house looked very to Bob.

8. All of these words begin with ch.

China chap chat chest

Fill in the right ch word.

In many people live on boats.

4. All of these words have en in them.

plenty wrens depends tents

Fill in the right en word.

Bob saw Indians living in

5. All of these words have ap in them.

wraps straps traps caps

Fill in the right ap word.

The Indians caught animals in
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Directions: To be used after page 81, Mickey’s House. Purpose: Word analysis—To review essential beginning

consonants and the short sounds of a and e.



Can You Tell?

1. I have a nice warm house. It is not made of bricks. But it is made of

something hard. You can find this building material in the fields.

What is my house made of?

2. I have an interesting house. At first Bob and his uncle liked it. I told

them how I made it. Bob wanted to build one just like it. But after a time it

began to rain. Then part ofmy house was washed away.

What is my name?

3.

I have a fine house. It is very carefully made. They do not make this

kind of house at the North Pole. They could not keep warm in it. My house

is made of grass and sticks.

Where do I live?

4.

My house is a strange kind of house. It is not made of bricks or stone

It could not be made of mud. You would be surprised if you could see my
house. Sometimes it moves around. I often fish from my door.

What is my name?
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Directions : To be used after page 85, Mickey's House. Purpose : To test the ability to comprehend a short reading
unik



Find the Opposite

Find the opposite of each of these words.

Write these words under their opposites below.
I

The first opposite is found for you.

1. hard 7. north

2. quickly 8. warm
3. far 9. brother

4. last 10. alike

5. dry 11. summer

6. begin 12. front

13. night

14. black

15. right

16. inside

17. always

18. laugh

back winter different

soft cool end

hard

day wrong white

outside wet first

near slowly never

south sister cry
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Directions : To be used after page 85, Mickey's House. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—Finding opposites.



Using Contractions

Here are six contractions.

won’t isn’t wouldn’t I’m couldn’t can’t

Rewrite the sentences below and use one of these contractions in each

sentence.

1. I am going to the circus.

2. But my brother can not go.

3. Father will not take him.

4. My brother would not like the circus.

5. He could not keep awake.

6. He is not a month old yet.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Directions : To be used after page 85, Mickey's House. Purpose : Word analysis—To develop recognition of common
contractions.



Find the Right Compound Word

Draw a line between the two words in each of the compound words in the list

at the right, as, brick works. Then fill in the missing word in each sentence.

1. My father’s father is my

2. Trees that are always green are

3. Bricks are made at the

4. A ball made of snow is a

brickworks

bathroom

grandfather

snowball

evergreens

1. A bell on a door is called a

2. Time to play is

3. A house on a farm is a

4. A paper that tells the news is a

5. We may play on the

farmhouse

basketball

newspaper

playground

playtime

doorbell

1. The yard around the school is the

2. Work we do in the house is

3. The skin of a bear is called a

4. A boat with sails is a

5. The room where we sleep is a

6. One who keeps a store is a

38

sailboat

storekeeper

schoolyard

grandmother

housework

bearskin

bedroom

Directions : To be used after page 86, Mickey’s House. Purpose : Word analysis—To develop the ability to recognize

the parts of a compound word.



Find What These Words Mean

Write each of these words under the words or phrase below that tells what

it means.

1. exclaimed 5. hard 9. different 13. often

2. poles 6. dry 10. wigwam 14. walls

3. cave 7. roof 11. finished 15. part

4. wash 8. sorry 12. invited 16. secret

long sticks not to be told

a cover for a building the sides of a building

not the same ended

not glad to make clean

a hollow place in a rock not all

an Indian’s tent many times

asked to come not soft

not wet cried out
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Directions : To be used after page 87, Mickey’s House. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—Word meanings.



Making New Words

Here are some word endings:

ed ing er est y ly

Make some new words by adding endings to the words below,

part hard warm

clean fair quick

cover cvurl depend

,
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Directions: To be used after page 87, Mickey's House. Purpose: Word analysis—Adding endings.



Who Said It?

Write after each of these sentences the name of the one who said it.

1. "I am going to build a house.”

2. "You are welcome to see my cave.” ..

3. "Boats make me dizzy!”

4. "Come into my wigwam!”

5. "I am sure your house would be washed away.”

6. "You can’t build a stone house without stones.”

7. "How would you like to live on a boat?”

8. "Is it hot in Africa?”

9. "In summer I live in a house made of skins.”

10. "It is always summer here.”

11. "Oh, the weather never gets cold here.”

12. "First, we must find the clay.”

13. "I shall be happy in all kinds of weather.”

14. "Why, use your eyes, my boy!”

15. "Near the North Pole, Eskimos live in snow houses.”

To help you spell:

Uncle Popo Juan

Bob Toto Patrick

E-took-a-shoo
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Directions: To be used after page 92
,
Mickey’s House. Purpose: To test the ability to recognize quotations from

the story.

Big Bear

Wang Fu



Fill In the Missing Words

Some words have more than one meaning.

Fill in the words missing from the sentences below. Use the words in the box.

Find out how many meanings each of these words has.

top fair bark story feet mean

1. Tell us a good fairy

2. I looked out of a second window.

3. That was a trick.

4. I did not to hurt you.

5. That dog will all night.

6. He cut the off the tree.

7. My sleigh is three long.

8. My are tired.

9. The bird was in the of the tree.

10. Tom can spin a

11. Write your name at the of the paper.

12. Oscar was on his way to the

13. Tom always plays a game.

14. We want the weather to be to-morrow
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Directions : To be used after page 92, Mickey’s House. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—Using words with two or
more meanings.



Using the Contents Page

Find the stories on this page that are about houses,

CONTENTS

The Two Frogs 1

The Story of the Wee Little House 6

A House in a Tree 12

Tom’s Pony 19

Let’s Make Candy 23

The Old Man and His Money 30

Making a Wigwam 42

The Doll’s House 47

A House in the Woods 53

Tom’s New House 59

The Rabbit Who Wanted Wings 68

Fun in Winter 81

Building a Birdhouse 87

Our Friends, the Bees 94

The Streamlined Train 101

Making a Chicken House 112

Tracks in the Snow 116

Houseboats on the River. 121

Write the page numbers of the stories about houses on these lines:
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Directions : To be used after page 96 , Mickey’s House. Purpose : To give training in the use of books. The Con-
tents Page.



Mickey’s House

Score.

Find the missing word and write it on the line.

1. Juan lived in a large

wigwam stone house snowhouse cave

2 lived in a wigwam.

Wang Fu Big Bear E-took-a-shoo Juan

3. Wang Fu lived on a houseboat in

America Spain China Ireland Africa

4. E-took-a-shoo was an who lived near the North Pole.

Indian American African Eskimo

5. Popo lived in a grass house in

America Africa Ireland China Spain

6. Toto lived in Africa in a house made of

stones bricks snow grass skins mud
*

7 lived in a stone house in Ireland.

Juan Popo E-took-a-shoo Patrick Wang Fu

8. Bob’s friends all went to see the house.

wood stone brick grass mud snow

9. They all decided to build a house like

Wang Fu’s Big Bear’s Juan’s Bob’s Popo’s Toto’s

10.

But they all went on living in their houses.

brick stone snow own mud grass wood
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Comprehension Test No. V. To be used after page 96, Mickey’s House. Purpose: To test comprehension of the
facts in the story.



Score.

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1 2 3 4 5

grew suddenly children wiggle welcome

threw quickly China swam help

blew early chair wigwam hello

flew really chuckled dream well

6 7 8 9 10

disappeared saved matter when explain

different caves rattle sending train

dinner invited kitten tents Spain

dressing piled sitting then rain

11 12 13 14 15

course crawl peep string wigwam
corner saw creep street while

covered draw sleep strange white

curled straw cheer straw welcome

16 17 18 19 20

blew brave wing cool reach

blow gave winked moon teach

blowing cave window room such

blown save wind roof much

21 22 23 24 25

nearly buy Indian polite cluck

larger building Spain poles duck
always burn China holes stuck

America but Eskimo dolls truck
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Word Recognition Test No. V. To be used after page 74, if desired, or after page 96, Mickey's House. Purpose:

To test vocabulary mastery.



Score.

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1

excuse

explain

exclaimed

exclaim

2

walk
wash
warm
wave

3

start

hard

barked

part

4

yard

year

yellow

yes

5

feather

wearing

weather

mother

6
try

crying

dry

fry

7
ice

idea

Ireland

island

8
other

open

often

over

9
tall

small

warm
walls

10
clean

stay

clay

city

11 12 13 14 15

near hear first times brick

ice cream hard flies tiger Mickey
clean heard fill tiles Patrick

read head fields tie sticks

16 17 18 19 20

another under must warmed bath

other until mud warming both

mother uncle much wigwam path

brother used mouth warm part

21 22 23 24 25

America fine shall outside seen

Africa fished should inside sending

answer finished sharp singing depends

animals first short beside when
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Word Recognition Test No. VI. To be used after page 96, Mickey’s House. Purpose : To test vocabulary mastery.



Fill in the Missing Words

Fill in the words missing from the sentences below. Use the words in the box.

Find out how many meanings each of these words has.

sound line suit right fall crack

1. Tom has a new of clothes.

2. That plan will me very well.

3. I did not hear a

4. The children very happy.

5. The dog hurt his foot.

6. Be sure you have the book.

7. The baby had a bad

8. Some leaves turn red in the

9. There is a in the dish.

10. I saw you through a in.the door.

11. Will you help me these nuts?

12. Write your name on the first

13. Mother hangs the clothes on the

14. A big fish pulled on Tom’s
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Directions: To be used after page 100. Wild Bird and Animal Homes. Purpose: Vocabulary enrichment—Using
words with two or more meanings.



1. All of these words begin with the letters qu.

quit quilt quickly quill

Fill in the right qu word.

A woodpecker pecks a hole in a tree.

2. All of these words begin with the letters tw.

twinkle twins twenty twitter

Fill in the right tw word.

The little birds in their nest.

3. All of these words have ick in them.

tickled bricks Mickey sticks

Fill in the right ick word.

Some birds build their nests of

4. All of these words end with ook.

brook look shook hook

Fill in the right ook word.

Some bears for ready-made homes.

5. All of these words end with ock.

clock block rock knock

Fill in the right ock word.

Bears like to find homes in caves.
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Directions : To be used after page 102, Wild Bird and Animal Homes. Purpose : Word analysis—to review beginning

consonants and sounds of i and o.



Find the Right Endings

Write the number ofthe right ending after each ofthese sentence beginnings.

You will find the sentence endings below.

Many bears make their homes

A woodpecker hollows out his home

Every bird builds the kind of nest

Some birds make their nests of hair

Wasps and wild bees always

A wasp makes an interesting nest

This paper-like material

Wild bees make the material

A snail does not have to work hard

The snail grows its home

A snail’s long rubber-like foot

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11 .

Directions : To be used after page
in an informational selection.

of paper-like material.

in caves.

for their hives.

in a pole or a dead tree.

on its back.

and soft feathers.

nearly fills its house.

is made of wood.

to build its home.

that is best for its little birds.

make their own building materials.
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104, Wild Bird and Animal Homes. Purpose : To test the retention of the facts



Find the Right Word

Find the missing word and write it on the line.

1. Many wild animals live in

gave caves have

2. Sometimes a woodpecker makes a home in a

put pull pole

3. Squirrels hide in their homes in trees.

nets not nuts

4. Squirrels can climb trees.

tell tall tents

5. A bird likes to build a nest in an orchard.

blue bring blow

6. Most sleep all winter.

barns barks bears

7. A snail's is its only home.

smell shell shall

8. A snail carries his home on his back.

anyone anybody always

9. A worm can crawl faster . a snail.

bath than both

10. The snail crawls . on its one foot.

above along almost
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Directions : To be used after page 104, Wild Bird and Animal Homes. Purpose : To develop the ability to discrimi-

nate between confusing words by the use of contextual clues.



Crossing Out Words

Cross out the word in each row that does not belong there.

The first row is done for you.

Bears, elephants, and squirrels are animals.

Apple is not an animal, so it does not belong here.

1. bears elephants squirrels a^jfie

2. woodpecker owl bear robin

3. winter snow spring summer

4. wasps bees fire-flies candy

5. wigwam bus cave houseboat

6. river pond brook field

7. boy girl cow man

8. car bus bird truck

9. room boat door walls

10. hands hat legs feet

11. green red brown coat

12. postman truck milkman iceman

13. turkey elephant goose duck

14. tree branches leaves stone

15. two trick four six

16. bed table chairs dress
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Directions: To be used after page 105, Wild Bird and Animal Homes. Purpose: Vocabulary enrichment—To de*
velop a sense of word relationships.



Score

Wild Bird and Animal Homes

Draw a line under the right ending.

1. Some bears sleep all winter

in birds’ nests,

in hollow trees or caves,

hanging from trees.

2. A woodpecker makes an interesting home

by building a nest of sticks and mud.

by making a hole in the ground,

by pecking a hole in a hollow tree or pole.

3. Some birds build their nests

of bricks and stones,

of hair and feathers,

of ice and snow.

4. Wasps build their homes-of a paper-like material

made of string and feathers,

made of straw and hay.

made of wood.

5. A snail has a very useful house which

it carries on its back,

it makes of bricks and straw,

it makes of hair and feathers.
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Comprehension Test No. VI. To be used after page 105, Wild Bird and Animal Homes. Purpose : To test compre-

hension of the facts in an informational selection.



Score

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1 2 3 4 5

wear himself over she found

weather herself only shall sound

father themselves oak shell round

feather yourselves own sharp around

6 7 8 9 10

woods sail kind exclaimed straw

woodcutter snow kitten invited strange *

woodpecker snail find interesting street

peck sailboat climb everything string

11 12 13 14 15

sleepy good material chair clay

softly look matter fairy cave

shortly foot meadow hear carry

slowly took many hair candy

16 17 18 19 20

while smile knew always build

wild smell know angry built

white small knot animal burn

wise smoke knock around building

21 22 23 24 25

washed deer last field ever

was send fast feelings every

wasps depend past once even

waves spend mast fence everything
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Word Recognition Test No. VII. To be used after page 105, Wild Bird and Animal Homes. Purpose: To test vo-

cabulary mastery.



Find the True Sentences

Put a T before all the sentences that are true.

Potts was tired of the noise of cars and trucks.

He was tired of living alone.

He was tired of living in the city.

Potts built a little house in the city.

He built a little house near the woods.

He built a little house by the side of a brook.

Potts was always happy in his little house.

He was not happy for long.

He was happy because he liked mice.

Potts walked to the city to sell Rusty.

He found Rusty in the city.

He needed Rusty to catch mice.

Rusty grew thin because he did not eat mice.

He grew thin because he ate too many mice.

He grew thin because he had no more mice.

Potts got a cow to help catch mice.

He got the cow to give milk for Rusty.

He milked the cow and gave Rusty some milk.
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Directions: To be used after page 109, The Man Who Tried to Live Alone. Purpose: To test the retention of the

incidents in the story.



Find the Words That Rhyme

Draw a line under each word that rhymes with the first word in the line.

The first line is done for you.

hump rumble must jump bump

town brown around clown trunk

flat float chat scratch that

forget basket bucket played rooster

leading morning forgotten willing living

place named lace face hope

wetter thing letter better creep

mice nice city slice rice

alone ground friend stone bone

shell scream spill swim spell

taste place pasture scratch paste

snail smell trailer mail small

hair pair arrive chair stair

smile child milk mile while

feet feed street sweet fine

brick black knock trick quick

forgot fright wrote knot chop

shake skate slate twenty snake
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lions : To be used after page 111, The Man Who Tried to Live Alone. Purpose : Word analysis—To review all

Vovel sounds and double consonants taught thus far.



Find the Little Words

Draw a line under the little word you hear and see in the big word. Then

write the little word on the line below.

short thinner Rusty mice

slowly small snail hair

interesting clay Patrick brother

covered tents welcome sitting

wind building bring Mends

,

J
,

every city visit themselves
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Directions: To be used after page 111, The Man Who Tried to Live Alone. Purpose : Word analysis—To develop

the ability to recognize familiar words in longer words.



Finding Words That Mean the Same

Write each word in these lists under a word below that has about the same

meaning. The first word is found for you.

1. glad 6. scream 11. large

2. hurt 7. save 12. pair

3. toy 8. sack 13. small

4. tent 9. arrive 14. pussy

5. street 10. invited 15. story

cat plaything bag

happy harm big

glad

asked wigwam two

road tale little

yell keep come
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Directions: To be used after page 111, The Man Who Tried to Live Alone. Purpose: Vocabulary enrichment—
Finding synonyms.



Making New Words

Make new words from old words by adding these endings.

ful less able

care care wash

use cheer depend

truth use drink

play friend laugh

cheer help wear

!

Add the right endings to the words in the sentences below. Use these end-

ings: fui less, able.

1. Potts thought a cat would be use to catch mice.

2. Rusty was a very play cat.

3. For a while, Potts was friend

4. The boy was a very depend helper.

5. The boy was very cheer at first.

6. Then the little house seemed lonely and cheer

7. Potts found out that it was use....* to try to live alone.
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Directions: To be used after page 112, The Man Who Tried to Live Alone. Purpose: Word analysis— Using the

suffixes fid , less and able ,



Score

The Man Who Tried to Live Alone

Draw a line under the right ending.

1. Potts wanted to leave the city because

he wanted to build his own city,

he was tired of all the city noises*

he was afraid of cars and trucks.

2. Potts wanted Rusty, the cat,

to get thinner and thinner every day.

to keep him from getting lonely,

to frighten away the mice.

3. Potts wanted to buy a cow

to keep Rusty from getting thin.

to get milk for the mice.

to keep Rusty from getting lonely.

4. Potts needed a boy to help him

give Rusty a drink of milk.

frighten the mice away.

take the cow to pasture every day.

5 . Potts smiled and looked happy

when he was lonely.

when he saw the sign "Welcome to Pottstown.”

when he saw Rusty grow thin.
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Comprehension Test No. VII. To be used after page 112, The Man "Who Tried to Live Alone. Purpose: To test

comprehension of the facts in the story.



Score.

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1

presents

parents

plenty

opened

2

very

visit

voice

vest

3

sure

surprise

turned

pasture

4

rain

train

Spain

pain

5

voice

noise

join

point

6 7 8 9 10

table bigger bicycle sing found

take fatter elevator sign round

taste thinner electric side house

haste sadder picture skin mouse

11 12 13 14 15

forgot shore around these river

happen should waved those visit

forgotten short arrived there over

forget hurt saved thank very

16 17 18 19 20

friends polite nice took down
uncles replied ice-cream brook brown
aunts cried mice shook town
parents flies might nook how

21 22 23 24 25

most walk beating bell stone

stone talk leaking help lonely

lonely milk leading felt alone

alone silk leaving pelt almost
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Word Recognition Test No. VIII. To be used after page 112, The Man Who Tried to Live Alone. Purpose: To
test vocabulary mastery



Making Compound Words

Find a word in the first list and one in the second list that will make a com

pound word. Write the new word on the line.

The first one is done for you.

1. postv h^ll
postman

2. birth \ pecker

3. basket \ day

4. after \ house

5. green 'man

6. wood noon

7. every paper

8. bear works

9. candle one

10. news stick

11. cow skin

12. brick boy
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Directions: lo be 'used after page 120, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose: Word analysis—Making compound words.



How Did Mrs. Good and Betsy Make Candles?

Number these sentences in the order in which they happened.

The first sentence is numbered for you.

GETTING READY

Betsy hung six candle wicks over each short stick.

Mrs. Good decided to let Betsy help her.

Mrs. Good swung the kettle over the fire to get the tallow hot.

.1 Mrs. Good wanted to make some candles.

They laid two poles across the backs of two chairs.

MAKING THE CANDLES

They let the candles get cool.

.......... They dipped the wicks in the hot tallow.

They dipped them again until they were fat enough.

They laid the short sticks over the long poles.

THE CANDLES ARE MADE

Betsy packed some candles in a box.

At last Betsy had twenty-four candles.

Betsy gave the candles to Grandmother.

Betsy took the box of candles on the stagecoach.
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Directions: To be used after page 122, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose : To develop the ability to arrange the incidents

of a story in sequential order.



Finding Opposites

Draw a line under the word that means the opposite of the first word in each

line. The opposite in the first line is found for you.

1. loud small soft many

2. behind round tall before

3. none some cold sooner

4. aunt black uncle behind

5. short wise long happy

6. thinner stupid left fatter

7. careful right careless brave

8. small large early slow

9. fast cheerful slow sharp

10. wild busy better tame

11. stop hard across go

12. useful useless noisy quick

13. wise little stupid plenty

14. high strong low asleep

15. tall always short after

16. cool warm soft laugh

17. alike cry white different

18. right first sad wrong

19. slowly come quickly float

20. come night front go
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Directions: To be used after page 128, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—Finding opposites.



Finding Words That Mean the Same

Write each of these words under a word below that has about the same

meaning.

1. loud 6. ship 11. replied

2. gay 7. postman 12. dress

3. boy 8. rattle 13. automobile

4. kettle 9. cry 14. garden

5. lady 10. afraid 15. suddenly

frightened boat quickly

mailman pot woman

lad gown car

noisy yard answered

shake bright weep
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Directions : To be used after page 132, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose

:

: Vocabulary enrichment—Finding synonyms.



Fill in the Missing Words

Fill in the words missing from the sentences below. Use the words in the

box. Find out how many meanings each of these words has.

trunk sign still cross store bank

1. The children were very

2. It was a cold, .. night.

3. We keep money in the

4. The dog jumped into the snow

5. The baby was very to-day.

6. Be careful when you the street.

7. There was an electric on the store.

8. The man will his name.

9. The policeman made a for me to stop.

10. I will buy some candy at the

11. Squirrels away nuts for the winter.

12. The elephant moved his

13. I will pack my . to-morrow.

14. The squirrel ran down the of the tree.
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Directions: To be used after page 134, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—Using words with

two or more meanings.



Find the Right Word

Find the missing word and write it on the line.

1. Betsy and her mother made some tallow

counted covered candles

2. Tom hoped his father would bring him a

month monkey mouth

3. Captain Good’s . welcomed him home.

enough eight neighbours

4. A man with a parrot walked Captain Good.

behind before beside

5. The parrot was in a large

wave gay cage

6. Betsy packed her best in the trunk.

cloth clothes climbed

7. By and by the stagecoach round the corner.

singing swinging swung

8. The four were glad to stop.

houses horses horn

9. The stagecoach stopped at the inn for a time.

strong story short

10.

The driver waited the passengers got into the stagecoach.

while whisper whistle
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Directions: To be used after page 136, A Story of Long Ago1

. Purpose: To develop the ability to discriminate be-

tween confusing words by the use of contextual clues.



Find the Little Words

Draw a line under the little word you hear and see in the big word. Then

write the little word on the line below.

driver really swinging behind

seemed handkerchief twenty counted

candles captain visit fastest

hardly monkey know years

birthday careful ready strings
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Directions: To be used after page 136, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose: Word analysis—To develop the ability to
recognize familiar words in longer words.



Find the Words That Rhyme

Draw a line under every word that rhymes with the first word in that row.

car came far stop star

stir store for fir far

corn horn hard took torn

ever even cover corn never

burn buzz turn trunk return

1. Draw a line under the right ir word.

Write the word on the line.

Betsy will be eight years old on her next

first circus birds girl birthday

2. Draw a line under the right ar word.

Many neighbours hurried down to the

farmer parked sharp harbour barked

3. Draw a line under the right or word.

They heard the stagecoach driver’s

porter horn short storm torn

4. Draw a line under the right ur word.

Betsy did not want to

curly hurry hurt

5. Draw a line under the right er word.

Tom had a surprise for his

bigger cover drive sister brother
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the little boy’s feelings,

turtle surprise

Directions: To be used after page 139, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose: Word analysis—To teach the phonograms

or, er, ir, or and ur.



Find What These Words Mean

Write each of these words under the word or phrase below that tells what it

means.

1. harbour 5. whisper 9. kettle 13. loud

2. finish 6. parrot 10. arrive 14. path

3. driver 7. nearly 11. gay 15. week

4. tallow 8. perhaps 12. none 16. alike

a large pot

the fat of animals

a large bird

not any

a safe place for ships almost

a little road just the same

one who drives

to talk softly

with a noise

maybe

to come to a place

bright

to end

seven days
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Directions: To be used after page 144, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose: Vocabulary enrichment-Word meanings.



Write these words under the right headings.

coon porter squirrel neighbours

dog clothes horse handkerchiefs

suits coat postman elephant

hat uncle dress conductor

cat teacher engineer stockings

vest camel sister monkey

Animals People Things We Wear
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Directions : To be used after page 135, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—-To develop a sense

of word relationships. (Teach the meaning of headings.)



What Did Tom and Betsy See?

Write Yes before all the phrases that name things that Tom and Betsy could

have seen.

some green pastures a gay-coloured bandbox

many electric lights a pretty garden

a long street an electric bell

shiny automobiles a streamlined bus

some tallow candles boys with long hair

cows and sheep apple orchards

an electric sign street cars

sailing ships airplane baggage

a fishing pole a ten story house

a parrot in a cage children on sleighs

a stagecoach a large radio

electric trains a red fire truck

long dresses a white farm house

a railroad station muddy roads

fast elevators a stagecoach driver

many wooden houses a fireplace
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Directions: To be used after page 144, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose: To develop the ability to apply knowledge
gained through reading.



Find the Right Answers

Write the number of the right answer after each question. You will find the

answers below.

Who helped Mrs. Good make candles?

Why did Tom come running into the house?

What was the name of Captain Good’s ship?

What did Captain Good give Betsy?

Where did Mother decide to take Betsy?

How did Mother and Betsy go to Grandfather’s?

Why was Tom sad?

Where did Tom go?

How did Tom get back home?

What was Tom’s secret?

1. Mother and Betsy went to Grandfather’s by stagecoach.

2. Tom came running into the house to say, "Father’s coming!”

3. Tom went to Halifax on the White Moon.

4. Mother decided to take Betsy to Grandfather’s.

5. Betsy helped Mrs. Good make candles.

6. Tom’s secret was a monkey.

7. Tom went home in the stagecoach.

8. Tom was sad because Captain Good lost the monkey.

9. Captain Good gave Betsy a parrot.

10.

Captain Good’s ship was called "The White Moon.”
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Directions: To be used after page 149, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose : To test the retention of the facts of a story.



Making New Words

Make new words from old words by adding these endings.

ish ness ful

baby sad use

clown mad truth

girl soft mouth

green kind room

boy dark wake

Add the right endings to the words in the sentences below.

Use these endings: ish, ness, ful.

1. Betsy did not want to be baby

2. Mrs. Good had a kettle of tallow.

3. Tom had a loud boy laugh.

4. Mrs. Good thanked the driver for his kind

5. Betsy’s candles were use to her grandmother.

6. Grandmother was wearing a brown dress.

7. Tom played clown. tricks on Betsy.

8. The monkey liked the soft of Tom’s hair.
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Directions : To be used after page 149, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose : Word analysis using suffixes ish, ness, and ful.



Using the Contents Page

Here are the names of some interesting stories. Some of them would be in-

teresting while you are reading A Story of Long Ago. Find them.

CONTENTS

The Big Engine 1

The Milkman Comes to School 6

How We Came to Have Electric Lights 12

A Brave Dog ,... 16

Brownies at Play
,

21

The Light From the Sun and Moon 24

The Story the Old Sailing Ship Told 27

A Monkey Plays Tricks on Jack 33

The Pony Ride 36

The First Gas Lights 40

What the Parrot Told 46

When Grandmother Made Candles 50

Write the page numbers here:

Stories about travel.........

Stories about lighting.....

Stories about pets
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Directions: To be used after page 149, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose: To give training in the use of books—The
Contents Page.



Score

A Story of Long Ago

Draw a line under the right ending.

1. Mrs. Good and Betsy made some candles

because it was fun.

because they wanted to use the tallow,

because Captain Good needed many candles.

2. Mrs. Good and her children went to the harbor

because all their neighbours were going,

because the White Moon was coming in.

because they liked to go swimming.

3. Captain Good did not bring Tom’s present

because he gave Betsy a parrot.

because he did not know what Tom wanted.

because the monkey disappeared from the ship.

4. Tom was happy because he was going to Halifax.

on Captain Good’s ship, the White Moon,

on a new streamlined train,

in a shaky old stagecoach.

5. Tom surprised his sister Betsy

by going back to Shelburne,

by sending a letter from Halifax

by pulling a monkey’s cage from under the seat.
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Comprehension Test No. VIII. To be used after page 149, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose : To test comprehension

of the facts in the story.



Score

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1 2 3 4 5

months sick forgot letter five

weeks stick parent little eight

days weeks parrot kitten six

years wicks sorry kettle four

6 7 8 9 10

track wave corner stagecoach before

sack away colder gay-coloured behind

pack gay coloured twenty-four beside

back stay coconut curly-haired begin

11 12 13 14 15

cold hollow dress mirror candy

hole tallow drink hardly candle

hope Hallowe’en drive harbour middle

rope parrot driver neighbour tickle

16 17 18 19 20

strange dip house whistle firewood

strong tiptoe horse whisper sailboat

straw shiny horn while bandbox
long ship torn white farmhouse

21 22 23 24 25

yard climb afraid minute grass

year clown land day guess

yet clothes laid week horses

yes cloth paid month across
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Word Recognition Test No. IX. To be used after page 149, A Story of Long Ago. Purpose: To test vocabulary

mastery.



Fill in the Missing Words

Fill in the words missing from the sentences below. Use the words in the

box. Find out how many meanings each of these words has.

corner feeling post blow head

1. I will your letter for you.

2. We tied the dog to a

3. The stagecoach driver will his horn.

4. The wind will soon away the leaves.

5. The boy felt a sharp on his head.

6. The news was a great .... to us.

7. I will meet you at the of the street.

8. I could see her out of the ofmy eye.

9. The cat will soon the mouse.

10. The boy hint his

11. Jack walked at the of the line.

12. Tom has a light on the of his bed.

13.

I had a strange in my head.

14.

He is very well to-day.
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Directions: To be used after page 152, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose: Vocabulary enrichment—Using words
with two or more meanings.



Find the Little Words

Draw a line under the little word you hear and see in the big word. Then

write the little word on the line below.

parked supper wonderful electricity

trailer coconuts hardly Skippy

land torn matter thinking

happened suddenly beside asleep

smile began boldly didn’t

window friendly scratch tramped
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Directions: To be used after page 165, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose: Word analysis—To develop the ability

to recognize familiar words in longer words.



Crossing Out Words

Cross out the word in each row that does not belong there. The first one is

done for you.

1. bed stove icebox snow

2. China Africa happy
\

America

3. ball doll eggs bicycle

4. bear rabbit duck tiger

5. coat suit nest hat

6. chair rooster table mirror

7. happy cross glad cheerful

8. lake river pond trailer

9. road street path field

10. cake coat cookies ice-cream

11. wigwam insects cave hut

12. dog cat monkey fish

13. trailer bus airplane road

14. fish baby meat beans

15. breakfast neighbours dinner supper

16. kettle pot pan stove

17. cold cool hot chilly

18. twenty ten electric sixty
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Directions: To be used after page 165, Don's First Trailer Ride. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—To develop a
sense of word relationships.



Making Compound Words

Find a word in the first list and one in the second list that will make a

compound word. Then write the compound word on the line.

1. police flies

2. butter
tail

3. Meadow
time

4. Swallow

man

thing

5. dinner
pole

6. ice brook

7. bee lined

8. back
walk

9. fish

box

10. stream

back

yard

11. drive
hive

12. every way
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Directions: To be used after page 176, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose: Word analysis—Making compound
words.



Find the Right Word

Find the missing word and write it on the line.

1. Don and Jack for the trailer to come.

where which watched

2. They were when they saw the trailer.

electric excited explain

3. Don called to Jack in a loud

noise nose voice

4. "Look at chairs,” said Don.

there these their

5. The boys went to the for food.

stones story store

6. The Hall family had a fine time at Round Lake.

sure surely only

7. A found Don tramping along the road.

polite pointed policeman

8. He asked Don he was going.

where which watch

9.

A police radio car soon Mr. Hall’s car.

four found round

10.

Jack saw Don waving his butterfly net.

town brown torn
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Directions: To be used after page 177, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose: To develop the ability to discriminate

between confusing words by the use of contextual clues.



Finding Words That Mean the Same

Draw a line under a word in each row that means about the same as the first

word in that row.

1. hit his slap sled

2. boy lad land last

3. ended enough everything finished

4. nearly name along almost

5. both blow two torn

6. frightened food afraid across

7. sad glad happy unhappy

8. started began stopped parked

9. every all even very

10. creep cried crawl crack

11. angry animals chasing cross

12. arrived around second came

13. beat strong strike string

14. quick fast fairy slow

15. river trailer dream stream

16. boldly afraid bravely stove

17. stupid excited silly smiled

18. beat boat hit hill

19. cheerful happy angry sad

20. field felt lake meadow
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Directions: To be used after page 177, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose: Vocabulary enrichment—Finding syno-

nyms.



sailed on the White Moon
went to the stores for food

carried a gay-coloured band-
box

turned on the electric lights

packed the bedding
9

got iiito the stagecoach

had a monkey under the
seat

heard the driver’s horn

put his bicycle away

began to whistle for Skippy

packed a box of candles

blew the driver’s horn

sat around the fire at night

stopped at the filling station

covered up the parrot’s cage

fell asleep in the trailer

hurried down to the harbour

found himselfon the floor

picked up his butterfly net

worked on the White Moon

What Did Don and Jack Do?

Put a T before all the phrases that tell what Jack or Don did.

gave each dog a bone

had a parrot in a cage

carried their fishing poles

wrote a letter to Betsy

learned to tie knots

jumped out of the trailer

chased the butterfly

waited for the candles to

cool

swung the kettle over the
fire

dipped the wicks into the
tallow

packed the little brown
trunk

each had a string of fish

made a dress for the doll

went swimming in Round
Lake

dipped tallow candles
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chased the butterfly

tramped back over the hill

sailed out of Halifax

tried to keep the tears back

would not let his voice shake

Directions: To be used after page 181, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose: To test the mastery of phrases and the

retention of the incidents in the story.



<

Making New Words

Sometimes you can make a new word by putting a prefix before it, as: happy

unhappy.

The prefix un means not.

Write the prefix un before these old words to make new words.

dress hurt pack friendly

•

finished cover like interested

Draw a ring around the right word in each of these sentences.

1. Every trailer family was friendly, unfriendly to the Halls.

2. At first the dogs were very friendly, unfriendly.

3. The people riding in the bus were interested, uninterested in Don.

4. Don was much interested, uninterested in butterflies.

5. Mother packed, unpacked all the food in the trailer.

6. She packed, unpacked just enough food for dinner.

7. Mr. Hall was happy to find Don hurt, unhurt.

8. He was afraid that Don had been hurt, unhurt.
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Directions: To be used after page 183, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose : Word analysis—Using the prefix un.



Finding Opposites

Draw a line under the word that means the opposite of the first word in that

line.

1. question quickly answer another

2. awake asleep trailer electric

3. light lightning dark dear

4. pack unpack lake back

5. hurt hurry unhurt unfair

6. began behind even ended

7. arrive around learn leave

8. front back butterflies breakfast

9. quickly question slowly sleepy

10. glad license excited sad

11. kind kick uninvited unkind

12. behind beside before began

13. large small parked trailer

14. dress dream unpin undress

15. near nearly farm far

16. like lions unlike unjust

17. alike alone along different

18. tie tiptoed untruth untie

19. sorry soft sleigh glad

20. friendly unfriendly flowers number
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Directions: To be used after page 183, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—Finding oppo-

sites.



Find the Best Answer

1. On the way home Don told Jack everything that happened to him when

he was lost. He told Jack how a policeman in a radio car found him. He ex-

plained very carefully how he got to the Meadowbrook Police Station.

Draw a line under what you think Jack said then.

"Who found you?”

"Where did he take you?”

"My, Pm glad they found you!”

2. One night father took Don and Jack to a trailer show. They all liked a

red trailer best of all. A man standing by the side of the red trailer invited

them to go inside this trailer.

Draw a line under what you think the boys did then.

They walked away from the trailer.

They went inside the trailer.

They said they did not like the red trailer.

3.

One day Jack and Don went fishing. Each of them caught a little fish.

They laid the fish on the grass and fished again. They caught no more fish.

So they decided to go home. Just then they saw a cat eating one of their fish.

Draw a line under what you think the boys did then.

They looked at their strings of fish.

They had a fish dinner.

They ran to get the other fish.
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Directions : To be used after page 183, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose : To test the ability to comprehend a short

reading unit.



How Would You Tell This Story?

Number these sentences in the order in which the things happened.

GOING TO ROUND LAKE

Don ran into the house to get his net.

At last they came to Round Lake.

The boys went to the store to buy food.

Skippy rode in the back seat with the boys.

Don shut Skippy in the house.

Don found Skippy in the house.

FUN AT THE LAKE

In the afternoon they all went swimming.

All the trailer neighbours waved good-bye.

The four boys went fishing.

The next day Father turned the trailer round.

.

Each of the boys caught a string of fish.

After supper they built a large fire.

WHAT HAPPENED ON THE WAY HOME

.... A policeman in a radio car picked up Don.

.... They found Don standing on the curb.

.... Don fell out of the trailer bed.

.... They all went back to the Meadowbrook Station.

.... Don chased the butterfly down the hill.

.... A police car stopped Father’s car.
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Directions: To be used after page 183, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose: To develop the ability to arrange the

incidents of a story in sequential order.



Writing Words in Alphabetical Order

THE ALPHABET

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Write each letter in the alphabet on these lines:

Write these words in alphabetical order

dog a

eggs b

at c

food d

car e

big f

moon g

joke h

kitten i

hop j

goat k

it 1

lamb m

quack n

sand o

red P

open q

nest r

pig s

Zabriskie t

yes u

wise V

us w

X

torn y

vest z

Directions : To be used after page 183, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose : To give training in the use of books—
Understanding alphabetical listing.



Scare

Don’s First Trailer Ride

Put a T before the true sentences.

Don and Jack were very proud of the trailer,

They liked to turn the electric lights on.

The neighbours were not interested in the trailer.

No one was interested in electricity.

The boys were excited about the trailer.

Mr. Hall went to the stores for all the food.

Mrs. Hall packed away the food in the trailer.

Tom and Don wanted to go without Skippy.

Don almost forgot his butterfly net.

At noon they stopped while Mother cooked some food.

The people in the trailer park were very friendly.

Even the dogs were friendly, too.

The boys went fishing in the morning.

But they did not catch any fish.

At night they sat around a fire and told stories.

On the way home Jack was lost.

A policeman in a radkrcar found Jack.

He took Don to. the Meadowbrook Police Station.

A policeman told Mr. Hall where Don was.

They all went back to the Meadowbrook Police Station.
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Comprehension Test No. IX. To be used after page 183. Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose : To test comprehension
of the incidents in the story.



Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1 2 3 4 5

train exclaimed dinner chase number
trainer excused supper chased rumble

trailer explained breakfast chasing pumpkin
trailing excited lunch chairs summer

6 7 8 9 10

once trick parted insects starting

nice ship parked hilltop standing

fence trip barked hillside station

since tripping dark hilly stayed

11 12 13 14 15

story curly Meadowbrook policeman stones

store curb butterfly fireman bones

over curled Swallowtail iceman lonely

stove cut dinnertime postman alone

16 17 18 19 20

electric quack stupid try third

electricity quick surprise tried first

picture question supper cried second

interested quickly sister replied fourth

21 22 23 24 25

careful bounced fly disappear floor

hopeful interested door orchard clown

wonderful another floor butterfly flower

thankful neighbours float license town
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Word Recognition Test No. X. To be used after page 183, Don’s First Trailer Ride. Purpose : To test vocabulary

mastery.



Write these words under the right headings.

train circus town coconut

apples eggs cake airplane

horse cookies candy mountains

party truck store stagecoach

ice cream bicycle sled station

school lake boat gingerbread

Things to Ride on Things to Eat Places to Go to
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Directions: To be used after page 187, Peter's Arks. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—To develop a sense of word
relationships.



Finding Good Titles

Draw a line under the best titles for each of these short stories.

1 . There was once a little Swiss boy named Hans. Every summer he lived in i

house on the top of a high mountain. It was a very little house made of wood

There were many stones on the roof. These stones kept the straw roof Iron

blowing away.
Hans, the Swiss Boy

Stones on the Roof

Hans’ Mountain Home

2. Hans took care of his father’s goats. One night the smallest goat die

not come home. Hans started down the mountain to find the goat. At the foo

ofthe mountain, he heard a goat’s soft cry. Then the goat came running to him

The goat had walked so far down the mountain that he did not know the waj

back. Hans took him in his arms and carried him home.

The Little Goat Boy

The Lost Goat

Looking for a Goat

3. By and by the cold days came. Then Hans and the goats went back to the

village. Hans lived in a neat little house on a village street. He stayed there

until the warm days came again.

The Cold Days

Han’s Winter Home

A Neat Little House
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Directions : To be used after page 187, Peter's Arks. Purpose : To develop the ability to select the main thought of

short reading unit.



Find the Right Word

Find the missing word and write it on the line.

1. Peter ran through the village blowing his

house horse horn

2. He took his goats up on the

morning mountain wonder

3. Peter money for a carving tool.

carved cover earned

4. Peter wanted to

learn

wooden animals.

carve wear

5. Peter’s were not wood-carvers.

camel animal family

6. Peter’s family were

hardly farmers villages

7. Peter took his goats to Fritz’s

wonder worked workshop

8. "They are the best goats I have ......

never ever

seen,” said Fritz.

even

9. "But I can

sure

carve goats,” said Peter,

surely only

10. After a time Peter put a over his workshop.

sing sign song
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Directions : To be used after page 199, Peter’s Arks. Purpose : To develop the ability to discriminate between
fusing words by the use of contextual clues.



How Would You Tell the Story?

Number these sentences in the order in which they happened.

GOING UP THE MOUNTAIN

Peter found a green pasture for the goats.

He blew his horn at every house in the village.

Peter arid the goats climbed up the mountain.

Peter got up early in the morning.

The goats began to eat the tall green grass.

When they heard the horn, people let out their goats.

PETER LEARNS TO CARVE

Peter tried to carve goats from his block of wood.

Peter carved the animal he knew best.

Then he took out his new carving tool.

Peter laughed at the first goat he carved.

After a time Peter could carve goats very well.

Peter took a block of wood out of his pocket.

PETER SURPRISES FRITZ

Fritz put Peter’s goats in a Noah’s ark.

Fritz liked Peter’s goats very much.

One night Peter went to Fritz’s workshop.

Peter put his pair of goats on the table.

He found Fritz busy carving animals.

By and by Peter became the bestwood-carver in the village.
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Directions: To be used after page 199, Peter's Arks. Purpose : To develop the ability to arrange the incidents of a
story in sequential order.



Making New Words

The prefix re means to do it again.

You count your money. If you count it again, you recount your money

Write the prefix re before these old words and make new words.

fill tell visited wrote

Fill in the sentences below with one of the new words you have made.

1.

The little boy counted his money. He forgot how much money he had, so he

I

-

.

...... it.

2.

Peter Fritz’s workshop many times.

3.

Mary lost her spelling paper so she it.

Write the prefix dis before these words to make new words,

like appeared covered pleased

Fill in the missing words with one of the new words you have made.

1. The man . he was on the wrong train.

2. The little girl suddenly from sight.

3. Most dogs to be tied up.

4. The boy was with the uninteresting book.
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Directions: To be used after page 199, Peter’s Arks. Purpose: Word analysis—Using the prefixes re and dis*



Finding Opposites

Draw a line under the word that means the opposite of the first word in each

line.

1. pack wild unpack yellow

2. softly wrong wonderful loudly

3. question winter answer white

4. disappear night goat appear

5. cheerful warm sad wake

6. truthful useful untruthful careful

7. different alike twenty truth

8. tall short there Swiss

9. like outside dislike stupid

10. fair fairy farm unfair

11. shorter shore lonely longer

12. helpful hurry happy helpless

13. cover corner uncover course

14. interesting go come uninteresting

15. sleepy wakeful washed warm

16. brave brown afraid after

17. hurt hurried unhurt hurrah

18. strong street wait weak

19. friendly undress unfriendly unfinished

20. brother uncle aunt
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sister

Directions: To be used after page 199, Peter's Arks. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—Finding opposites.



Write this list of words in alphabetical order.

n

o

P

q

r

s

t

u

V

w

X

y

z

Directions : To be used after page 199, Peter's Arks. Purpose : To give training in the use of books—Understanding

alphabetical listing.



Peter’s Arks

Score

Draw a line under the right ending.

1. Peter got up early every morning

to go to the village with his father,

to take his goats to pasture,

because he liked to blow his horn.

2. Peter took the goats up the mountain where they might

tinkle their bells.

look down into the Swiss village.

eat the long green grass

3. Peter was very happy to-day.

because his goats climbed very fast,

because he saw snow on the mountain,

because he had a new carving tool.

4. Peter worked and worked all summer
until he learned to carve goats,

until he grew tired of carving,

until he forgot how to carve.

5. Peter carved so well that at last

he could not make his goats look lifelike,

hewas the bestwood-carver in the village,

he wanted to help his father on the farm.
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Comprehension Test No. X. To be used after page 199, Peter's Arks. Purpose : To test comprehension of the inci-

dents in the story.



Score

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

l 2 3 4 5

ark tinkle tool horses joined

dark pink cool elephants joke

mark drink school kangaroo just

spark tinkling spool camels jump

6 7 8 9 10

swim block table candle sleepy

miss secret able camel climbed

Swiss pocket fable smile villager

wish knock stable smell enough

ii 12 13 14 15

boat pleases farmer toystore open

coat places family toybox often

goat pieces father toyman other

float pictures feather toyshop over

16 17 18 19 20

meadow Canada tie police toyshop

mouth starve lie polite workshop
mountain camel pie pointing lifelike

meeting brave die piled worktable

21 22 23 24 25

tail black humped electric parents

talk blink bumped license pasture

tall blown lump believe pocket

tallow block clump lifelike pointed
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r

ord Recognition Test No. XI. To be used after page 199, Peter's Arks. Purpose : To test vocabulary mastery.



Finding Good Titles

Draw a line under the best title for each of these short stories.

1. Juanita was a little Mexican girl. She worked all day helping her mother.

She cooked the food, cleaned the house, and took care of her little sister. Some-

times she helped her mother make straw toys.

Taking Care of a Little Sister

Making Straw Toys

A Busy Girl

Cooking and Cleaning

2. One day Juanita took her little sister out to play. They played in the

yard for a long time. Suddenly the little sister, Rosita, ran into the road.

Juanita called to Rosita and ran after her. She caught her just in time to

save her from getting run over by a car.

Taking Care of Rosita

Playing in the Road

Playing with Rosita

A Brave Girl
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Directions: To be used after page 212, Juan’s Christmas Pinata. Purpose: To develop the ability to select the mam
thought of a short reading unit.



Fill in the Missing Words

Fill in the words missing from the sentences below. Use the words in the

K)x. Find out how many meanings each of these words has.

palm bank block jar change

1. Juan bought a pottery

2. Please don’t the table.

3. Peter carved the of wood.

4. The boy lived on our

5. This deep snow will the roads.

6. There are many trees in Mexico.

7. The girl hurt the of her hand.

8. His pocket was full of small

9. The lady will her dress.

10. There will be a in the weather.

11. We keep our money in the

12. The sleigh went into a snow

13. Juan made a painted pig

14. The man will his money.
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rections: To be used after page 214, Juan’s Christmas Pinata. Purpose: Vocabulary enrichment—Using words
of two or more meanings.



Finding Words That Mean the Same
/ i

Write each of these words after a phrase below that means about the same.

children admire decorate city

sombrero ripe fire-flies discover

carve burro chuckle often

1 9
1. a soft laugh .

2. to like very much i

3. many times

4. to cut with a knife or tool

5. a large town

6. to make beautiful

7. boys and girls .......I

8. to find something never found before

9. ready to eat

10. a Mexican hat

11. insects that give light

12. a Mexican donkey
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Directions : To be used after page 214, Juan’s Christmas Pinata. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment.



Finding Opposites

K
- Draw a line under the word that means the opposite of the first word in each

1. ripe ride unfair unripe

2. broken break unbroken undress

3. breakable unbroken unbreakable brave

4. decorated undecorated decided undecided

5. sell secret but buy

6. gladness softness sadness darkness

7. believe behind disbelieve disappear

8. finished unfinished unfair unhurt

9. often off even never

10. like light life dislike

11. sleepy sleepless slowly smiled

12. blackish greenish whitish brownish

13. cheerful children careless cheerless

14. useful useless until colourful

15. invited interesting unlike uninvited

16. save sand spend spill

17. able unable uncle about

18. hopeful helpless helpful hopeless

19. forget forgot remember remake

20. painted repair retell unpainted
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Directions: To be used after page 214, Juan's Christmas Pinata. Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment—Finding oppo-
sites.



Find What These Words Mean

Write each word at the end of the sentence below that tells what it-means.

sombrero admire kiln roll

pinata bank potter market

palm trot sugar

Mexicans burro camel

1. It is the name of the people who live in Mexico

2. It is the place where we keep money

3. It is the name of a Mexican donkey

4. It is the name of a man who makes pottery

5. It means to like anything very much

6. It is the place where people buy and sell.

7. It is the name of a Mexican hat

8. It is the name of a tree that grows in Mexico

9. It is something sweet

10. It means to run with short steps

11. It is the place where pottery and bricks are baked

12. It means to move something over and over.

13. It is an animal with a hump on its back

14. The Mexicans use it to hold Christmas goodies
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Directions: To be used after page 217, Juan's Christmas Pinata. Purpose: Vocabulary enrichment—Word mean-

ings.



Find the Right Word

Find the missing words and write them on the line.

:

1. Juan’s taught him how to make a pig bank.

tickled teacher tinkled

2. Juan his bank gay colours.

pinata palm painted

3. Carlos was a potter and made fine ...

potter pottery

4. One Juan went to market.

morning middle

pocket

minute

5. He hid his pig bank in one of Pedro’s

break breakfasts baskets

6. Juan he would sell his painted pig.

threw through thought

7. He did not want his painted pig bank to be

broken break bank

8. A man was selling

something someone sombreros

9. When Juan reached home, he gave Pedro a large

once piece since

of sugar.

10. There was some

sure

for Pedro in the pinata.

surely sugar
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Directions : To be used after page 217, Juan's Christmas Pinata. Purpose : To develop the ability to discriminate

between confusing words by means of contextual clues.



Adding Words

Add to each line below a word that is of the same kind as the other words.

The first word is added for you.

1. red, white, green,

2. elephant, tiger, monkey,

3. coat, stockings, shoes,

4. trailer, airplane, boat,

5. apples, eggs, candy,

6. bed, stove, chair,

7. iceman, postman, ashman,

8. cake, bread, pie,

9. one, twenty, six

10. Friday, Saturday, Sunday,

11. floor, walls, windows,

12. blocks, dolls, trains,

13. mother, father, brother

14. arm, foot, eyes,

15. yellow, black, brown,
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Directions: To be used after page 230, Juan’s Christmas Pinata. Purpose: Vocabulary enrichment—To develop a

sense of word relationships.



Write this list of words in alphabetical order.

eyes

asleep

Indian

basket

grass

decorate

jumped

farmer

question

leading

trotted

happy

chairs

palms

yellow

knock

village

market

window

sister

uncle

opened

noise

robin

Zabriskie

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11 .

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21 .

22.

23 .

24.

25.

26.
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rections: To be used after page 230, Juan's Christmas Pinata.

Understanding alphabetical listing.

Purpose : To give training in t}ie use of books

—



How Would You Tell the Story?

Number these sentences in the order in which they happened.

JUAN MAKES A PIG BANK

.. Juan burned the clay bank in a kiln.

He cut it through the middle.

He painted red and blue flowers on the bank.

Juan stuck four legs and a tail on the pig.

First Juan rolled and rolled the clay.

He hollowed it out then put it together again.

JUAN GOES TO MARKET

Juan hurried away with the clay jar.

Juan hid the bank in one of Pe'dro’s baskets.

Juan handed the man his painted pig bank.

He saw a man carrying sombreros on his head.,

Mother, Juan and Rosita went to market.

Another man was selling clay jars.

FUN WITH THE PINATA

Juan and Mother filled the pinata with toys and goodies.

Mother decorated the clay jar.

They all tied cloths over their eyes.

They all hurried to pick up the toys and nuts from the floor.

Last of all, Juan put in a little sack of sugar for Pedro.

They all tried to break the pinata with their sticks.
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Directions: To be used after page 230, Juan’s Christmas Pinata. Purpose: To develop the ability to arrange the

incidents of a story in sequential order.



Juan’s Christmas Pinata

Score.

Put a T before the true sentences.

Juan was a little Mexican boy.

He had two sisters, Rosita and Juanita.

Juanita was the baby of the family.

Carlos, Juan’s father, was a very fine potter.

Juan’s mother could not work because she had hurt her hand.

Juan made a beautiful painted pig bank.

Juan took his pig bank to market.

Pedro carried the bank in one of his baskets.

Juan could hardly wait to sell his bank.

He wanted to buy a burro with the money.

:

;

The market was a gay, happy place.

Mexicans were selling many things.

Juan’s mother was selling straw sombreros.

A man carried a pile of sombreros on his head.

Juan took a clay jar and gave the man his painted pig bank.

Juan and his mother kept the pinata a secret.

Juan decorated the pinata with yellow paper.

Juan and his mother filled the pinata with toys and goodies.

Juanita and Rosita were surprised to see the pinata.

The pinata was fun for all except Pedro.
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Comprehension Test No. XI. To be used after page 230, Juan's Christmas Pinata. Purpose: To test comprehen-
sion of the incidents in the story.



Score

Draw a line under the word in each box that your teacher reads.

1 2 3 4 5

bank rained basket believes pinata

clay painted market pieces palm

pack train march fields sombrero

palm again started pictures burro

6 7 8 9 10

sure Potts eight Juan tinkled

sugar pottery elephant joke tickled

surprise potter else jar tiles

such Polly ever just together

11 12 13 14 15

busy hollowed shall different Juan
buzz middle shell decided Juanita

burn mirror sell decorated Rosita

burro potter still disappear Pedro

16 17 18 19 20

thank wrong some brave balloons

barn palm sombrero brick bandbox
bank climb something break baggage

drank kiln sorry brook bananas

21 22 23 24 25

Indian finished ninth brother middle

Mexican tired money brook different

Canadian admired monkey broken license

Eskimo questioned mouth brown lettuce
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Word Recognition.Test No. XII. To be used after page 230, Juan’s Christmas Pinata. Purpose : To test vocabulary

mastery.



Directions for Giving the Tests in this Workbook

Comprehension Tests

The Comprehension Tests appearing on pages 8,

17, 25, 31, 44, 52, 59, 75, 89, 98 and 109 are designed

to measure the pupils’ grasp of the facts of the stories

in Faraway Ports, Third Reader Level One. Four

iifferent techniques are used:

1. "Write the answer at the end of each

line.”

2. "Put a T before the true sentences.”

3. "Find the missing word and write it on
the line.”

4. "Draw a line under the right ending.”

Before giving the tests, it is advisable to give

several examples of the test in the same form on the

blackboard, so as to be sure that the technique of

the test is clear. For example, before giving the

Comprehension Test on page 8 of the Workbook,

write on the board a similar test, such as,

Write the answer at the end of each line.

1. What was the little deer’s name?

2. Who was called "green”?
1

3. Who ran into his hole?

Here are the names of some of the animals in the

story:

Green Frog the rabbit the turtle.

Timothy Frisky Squirrel

Let the slower pupils read the directions and

write the correct answers at the ends of the lines. Be
sure that every pupil knows exactly what he is to do

before giving the signal to start.

When all the pupils have finished their tests,

collect the Workbooks and score. (The score is

the number right.)

A careful diagnosis of individual errors will

guide the teacher in planning additional compre-

hension activities.

Word Recognition Tests

The Word Recognition Tests appearing on pages

9, 18, 26, 32, 45, 46, 53, 60, 76, 90, 99 and 110 provide

a series of visual and auditory tests which aid the

teacher in diagnosing individual difficulties in word

recognition, and the child’s mastery of the vocabulary

of Faraway Ports.

Every new word in this reader is used in the

Word Recognition Test following the story in which

the word first appears.

The teacher should explain that she is going to

read a word in the box numbered 1. All the pupils

are to find this word and draw a line under it. The

words should be pronounced very distinctly, and

sufficient time should be given for the children to

look over the words carefully. After the line is

drawn under the correct word in the first box, the

teacher will read a word from the second box.

NOTE: The words to be read by the teacher

when giving this test will be found on page 112 of

this Workbook. For obvious reasons, this sheet,

(pages 111 and 112) should be removed from all the

Workbooks before they are placed in the hands of

the children.

After all the words have been pronounced, col-

lect the Workbooks and score.

A tabulation of the errors most frequently made

by the group and by individuals will guide the teacher

in providing additional practice in word mastery.

The word lists for the Word Recognition Tests

appear on the following page.

Ill



The words to be pronounced by the teacher in the Word Recognition Tests

Test I Test II Test III Test IV .Test V Test VI

1. matter excuse baggage life blew exclaimed

2. people boldly both still really wash
3. side pond porter island China part

4. deer summer nice north wigwam year

5. hollow turned flippers own welcome weather

6. polite dizzy dressing far different dry

7. sharp idea fishing might caves Ireland

8. feelings drink gave even sitting often

9. stupid move whale foot tents walls

10. grass captain passenger cool Spain clay

11. answered course hurried month covered clean

12. taught hid front fur straw hard

13. walking decided mean quickly sleep fields

14. antlers teacher truck such strange tiles

15. before piled streamlined enough while brick

16. someone bathing bathtub save blow brother

17. larger learn got seal brave uncle

18. river should leak teacher wind mud
19. through suits seat knew roof warm
20. while picture trunk first much both

21. curled more busy stone America America
22. explained feet fair hole building finished

23. perhaps last land know Eskimo should

24, chuckled room rolling flippers poles inside

25. porcupine busy stood snow stuck depends

Test VII Test VIII Test IX Test X Test XI Test XII

1. feather parents weeks trailer ark palm
2. themselves visit wicks excited tinkling painted

3. only pasture parrot breakfast tool market
4. shell train kettle chased kangaroo pieces

5. around join eight number just pinata

6. woodpecker taste pack since Swiss sugar

7. snail wetter gay trip pocket potter

8. kind electric coloured parked able else

9. interesting sign stagecoach insects camel jar

10. string house behind standing villager tickled

11. slowly ..forgotten hope stove goat burro

12. foot short tallow curb places middle

13. material arrived driver Swallowtail family sell

14. hair those harbour policeman toyshop decorated

15. carry very candle bones often Juan
16. wild aunts strong electricity mountain bank
17. small replied ship question Canada kiln

18. know mice horse supper lie sombrero
19. animal brook whisper try pointing break
20. built town bandbox second workshop bananas
21. wasps lonely yet wonderful tall Mexican
22. depend milk cloth neighbours block admired
23. fast leading laid floor humped money
24. fence felt minute license believe broken
25. even alone across flower pasture lettuce
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